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Theoretical models for describing intermediate energy Nm reactions in the quark degree
of freedom are briefly discussed. The NN reactions are classified into three types: annihilation
and productions, charge exchange, and elastic scattering, for each of which the possible lowest
order diagrams are presented. We also performed calculations to determined if it is proper to
include the qqannihilation and creation diagram while to ignore the multiple scattering amplitude
in the elastic scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION
The nucleon-antinucleon (NK) reactions can be classified into three types, namely, 1) annihilation and particle productions, examples as N% --, Bl&, e + MlM2, and NE + MlMzM3,
etc., with B being a baryon and M a meson; 2) charge exchange, pp --* nn; and 3) elastic scattering, NK --, NE. Theoretical efforts to understand these processes have mainly been made
through two different directions: meson exchanges1 and quark models,213 both with some extent
of success.
In this short note, we limit our attention on reactions with the incident particle energy not
exceeding 2 GeV so that we still stay in the intermediate energy region and not to go into the
domain of high energy physics. In this energy region, experimental data indicate that the cross
section of the charge exchange reaction is much smaller than those of the elastic scattering and
annihilation4 s and also oann/oet 2: 2.6 Hence reactions of the annihilation and particle productions already dominate the NE system. This strong annihilation dominance and its great complexity in the final state productions make this system much more difficult to deal with than the
nucleon-nucleon (NN) system. Also because of the particle identities’ often undergoing drastic
changes after interactions, people might argue that quark effects become more prominent in the
N?? system and hence it might be more convenient to describe the system in the quark degree
of freedom. Although the QCD is produced to describe interactions in the quark degree of
freedom, there is still a long way for it to become a definitely solid and practically easily applicable theory. Currently microscopic studies concerning this kind of reactions thus heavily
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depend on constructing some reasonable models. We wish to discuss some of these models in
this short note.
_

II. QUARK DIAGRAMS FOR NN REACTIONS
We present in this section the most often used lowest order diagrams in the quark degree
of freedom for the above various NN reactions. Shown in Fig. 1 is the production of three

N

i

FIG 1. Three meson production from NNvia the quark rearrangement model.

mesons which are formed by rearranging quarks and antiquarks into qq combinations without
any annihilations among quarks and antiquarks. This is an example of the quark rearrangement
model. Similar examples are the two-meson productions shown in Fig. 2 where the mesons are
produced from regrouping the original quarks and antiquarks in the N% system into qq combinations while a pair of qi annihilate into either QCD vacuum or a gluon. Two meson productions can also be proceeded through annihilations and creations of qq pairs, as those shown in
Fig. 3, where two qq pairs annihilate into a gluon or QCD vacuum, from which another qi pair
are created to join the original qi as two mesons. Similar mechanics can be applied to baryon
productions as shown in Fig. 4, which differs from Fig. 3 in having only one qi annihilation. Note
that the dash line in the figure represents either a gluon or QCD vacuum which will result in
different contribution to the reaction. Alberg, Henley, and Wilets3 considered both contributions in the reaction pp + Axand found them in the same order of magnitude, but with different
signs. These authors therefore concluded that both types of contributions should be included
in the calculation.
In the above reaction, the original &pair of pp annihilate to create an ss pair. If instead,
replacing the si pair by a dd pair or a ui pair will yield the charge exchange reaction pp + nn
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FIG 2. Two meson production from quark rearrangement in the Nm system.

FIG 3. Two meson production from Nm via qi annihilations and creation.

or the elastic scattering pi + pp. Tegen, Mizutani, and Myhrer7 added these quark diagrams
to the OBEP, and fitted the experimental data of the charge exchange and the elastic scattering
considerably well. However, before one does this kind of data fitting, one has to decide first if
these types of diagrams are really the lowest order ones. Particularly in the elastic scattering,
one can by no means tell without actual calculations that the contribution from Fig. 4 is really
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The m + Bl& interaction form qipair annihilation and creation, with the dotted line being either
a gluon or the QCD vacuum.
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(a) The direct single, and (b), (c) the double scattering amplitudes with one- and two-gluon exchanges, respectively.
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the most dominant one so that we can ignore contributions from other diagrams such as those
shown in Fig. 5. Such calculations have recently been performed by the author 8 and will be discussed in the next section.
III. ELASTIC NN SCATTERING AND THE QUARK MODEL
Let us first examine how the diagram in Fig. 4 contributes to the * elastic scattering.
Starting from the quark-antiquark-gluon vertex

(1)
and the gluon propagator
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with v being the quark spinor, la the color SU(3) generator, Gu the gluon field, and yu the Dirac
matrix, Faessler et a1.9 derived an N% potential up to the order of p2/m2 from this diagram and
obtained
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VST has its maximum absolute value when S = 1, T = 0. This potential turns to its nonrelativistic form as the momentum dependence is dropped,
vNm =

VST exp(-r2/2b2).

(8)
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where primes indicate summations never run over the same (i&) pairs repeatedly, and K and
q are, respectively, the incident momentum and the momentum transfer in the N?? center of mass
system, b the impact parameter, sl, (sj,) the transverse component of the quark’s (antiquark’s)
position, and r the qi scattering profile function which is related to the qi scattering amplitude
as

rh(b) =

& J d2*e-‘q.bFim(*),

(13)

with k being q?s relative momentum. The nucleon (antinucleon) wave function, Yi (‘I’j) is composed of three parts, namely,
\E = <PR(spatial)+,(spin - isospin)Qr,(color),

(14

with the spatial part being set to be
@R = (3A2/~2)3/4exp{-A/2[(ri - r2)2 + (r2 - r3)2 + (r3 - q)“]}
.

(15)

where A = l/(3rP2), rp is the nucleon size.
To evaluate P2)(q) from these equations, we still need the qi amplitude Fl,,,(q) which is
chosen from that proposed by Richardson” who has the single gluon exchange qi amplitude
for heavy quark systems to be proportional to
V,y(q) = y (

fXq . XT))

where A, is the SU(3) color operator. Various QCD motivated qi amplitudes have been
proposed. We choose this one simply because it can be handled with less difficulties in our case.
It should also work for light quark systems.12 For the convenience in our calculation, we set the
running coupling constant for Nf flavor quarks as

(ys(*) = (33 - 2N:qLr(*2/*2) ’

(17)

which was fitted to a sum of three gaussians by Godfrey and Isgur I3 with the assumption that it
saturates at some value as critica’ for low q. There they had
3

as(q) =

CU;eTb”’
i=l

(18)

with (al, a~, ~3) = (0.25, 0.15, O.ZO), and (bl, b2, b3) = (1, 0.1, 0.001)(GeV/c)-2. This was used
in Ref. 13 to describe a wide range of mesons. To obtain convergent results for small q in the
calculation of F(“)(q), we further modify l/q2 of Eq. (16) into
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with ~1~‘~ acting as a cut-off mass serving to avoid any possible arising of unphysical Van der
Waals forces14 from iterated confining interactions. Mathematically, the integral becomes exactly l/q2 as a = 0. After the expectation values of color parts being evaluated,” fiC2)(q) and
f2’2’(q) can then be readily computed through double-x integrations. This double scattering
amplitude fi2)(q) is then compared with that arising from the qq annihilation and creation potential of Eq. (8), in which the same parameters as those in Ref. 9 are used in the following comparisons, i.e., m = 300 MeV/c2, as = 1.39, except we set b = rp = 0.6 and 0.83 fm. The fi
incident energy is set to be 1 GeV as an example. Similar results are expected as the energy
varies around the intermediate energy domain where the Glauber approximation should be
valid.
The results of these calculations are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 with rp = 0.6 and 0.83 fm and
a = 0.1, 0.01 fm4. At the same a, ic2’(q) and farm(q), th e amplitude calculated from Eq. (8)
via the Born approximation at its maximum magnitude of S = 1, T = 0, both have a common
feature, that the one with a smaller rp has a smaller slope. At small q, ifi2)(q) increases with

E

FIG 6.

lab

= 1 GeV

Comparison of ifi2’(q) (the dotted line for u = 0.1 fm4 and the dashed one for u = 0.01 fm4) and
-farm(q) (the solid line) with b = rp = 0.83 fm, at El& = 1 GeV.
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FIG 7. Same as Figure 6, except b = rp = 0.6 fm.

decreasing a, due to the qi amplitude’s getting stronger with smaller a. Consequently, other
higher order terms in Eq. (10) also become stronger. According to the general characteristics
of the Glauber series, destructive interferences among P2)(q) and these terms usually occur and
will bring down the resultant amplitude accordingly. Though other higher order terms are not
added together at this moment, a crude comparison of P2)(0) with the experimental total cross
s e c t i o n atotda/d9 (0 = 0)6 s e e m s t o f o r b i d t h e p a r a m e t e r cz t o
rp,
d2’(q) is about the same order of magnitude
as -farm(q). None of these calculated cases show negligible P2)(q) as compared to farm(q). The
relativistic corrections made in Ref. 9 enhances fan,,(q) a little bit, but not large enough to revise
this result. If one puts in the realistic NN relative motion , farm(q) will be suppressed even more.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented in this short note some theoretical models for intermediate energy l6
reactions in the quark degree of freedom. Since our purpose here is not to tit the experimental
data quantitatively, the discussion is rather qualitative. Nevertheless, it provides some informa-
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tion about how this complicated N% is treated theoretically.
We have particularly performed numerical comparisons on the amplitude from the twogluon exchange diagrams with that derived by Faessler et a1.9 from the qq pair annihilation and
creation diagram and found that none of our calculated cases show a negligible contribution
from any of these two different kinds of amplitudes as they being compared with each other.
Hence on this point we conclude that much more careful considerations should be taken in
choosing the quark diagrams before one tries to fit experimental NN elastic scattering.
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